
Accent Optical Technologies
has launched a 200mm overlay
tool, the Q240AT, which incor-
porates the measurement tech-
nology found in the Caliper
élan 300mm overlay tool.

Q240AT provides measure-

ment capability targeting pro-

duction processes down to

65nm by the adoption of new

optics, imaging hardware, focus

system and measurement algo-

rithms. Enhanced throughput

and new automated recipe

management options extend

productivity over previous gen-

eration tools.

Like Accent’s Caliper élan, the

Q240AT runs on the Linux

operating system.According to

Accent, experience of these

tools shows that Linux is

more reliable, secure and virus

resistant than competitive

operating systems, while

retaining ease of use. Linux

also helps Q240AT to achieve

wafer throughput up to 40%

higher than previous genera-

tion tools.

“We’ve been seeing consistent

tool availability numbers of

nearly 100% in our install base

since we deployed Linux on

the Caliper.This is 3-5% higher

than typical Windows-based

systems,” said Hugh Fink, prod-

uct manager for overlay sys-

tems at Accent.“We know of

several cases where our cus-

tomer’s entire fabs, in North

America and Asia, were 

shut down by virus infection

over the last few months.

Accent’s Caliper tools, running

Linux, remained unaffected

throughout.”

The Q240AT package is avail-

able as an upgrade to users of

Accent’s Q200 overlay tools. It

supports wafer sizes from 4”

to 8” (200mm) and is available

in open cassette and SMIF

configurations.

Accent has also developed a 

new DiVA model, the D225EP.

It delivers up to seven times

greater precision for the 

large-signal pulsed measure-

ment of semiconductor RF

conduction characteristics,

and the system’s lower 

internal capacitance gives 

better low current pulsed

measurements.The instrument

extends the spectrum of

devices that can be accurately

measured and modeled rang-

ing from low to high 

current and low to high 

gain. D225EP makes fast,

synchronized pulse measure-

ments on two ports with the

pulse measurements starting

from a quiescent or bias point

which may freely be set by 

the user without the need 

for external power supplies 

or bias tees. It will test 

devices with up to 25 volts

and a maximum current of 

one amp.
Accent’s Q240AT 200mm overlay tool is designed for production processes
down to 65nm and runs the Linux operating system. 

Israel’s Braun Center for

Submicron Research, at the

Weizmann Institute of Science,

has purchased a Riber Compact

21 HeM system. It will be used

by Prof. M. Heiblum and Dr.V.

Umansky for the growth of

high purity epitaxial GaAs

based semiconductor nanos-

tructures for extremely high

mobility applications.

Prof. Heiblum’s molecular beam

laboratory is at the heart of the

center. It is already equipped

with an MBE 32 system in

which world record mobility

was obtained in 1997, by Prof.

Heiblum and his team.

Riber’s Compact 21 HeM is

designed for high and extreme-

ly high electron mobility appli-

cations. It is a flexible research

and pilot production MBE sys-

tem, configured for 2” wafers,

and equipped with all the nec-

essary MBE tools for GaAs and

AlGaAs growth.

Riber also announced that the

University of Arkansas has

ordered an MBE 32 system. It

will be installed in the

Department of Physics MBE

laboratory and used by Dr

Gregory Salamo’s group for the

growth and characterization of

new ferroelectric and nitride

materials.

This sale brings to three the

total number of Riber systems

ordered by the University of

Arkansas over the last six years.

The equipment will be coupled

with an STM microscope to

capture three-dimensional

images of nanostructures, such

as quantum dots.
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